[Air conducted ocular VEMP: I. Determination of a method and application in normal patients].
Air conducted (AC) cervical vestibular evoked myogenic potentials (AC cVEMP) and air conducted ocular VEMP (AC oVEMP) may be used for measurement of otolith function. However AC oVEMP are few examined till now. The aim of this pilot study was to apply a method for use of AC oVEMP in clinical practice. AC oVEMP were recorded in healthy voluntary people (n=20) using intense AC-sound stimulation (500 Hz tone bursts, 100 dB nHL). Thermal irrigation and AC cVEMP were normal as including criteria. Values were evaluated statistically. AC oVEMP were recorded in all healthy patients. Mean and standard deviation for the first negative peak was 11.35±1.00 ms and for the first negative peak 16.30±1.10 ms. The mean amplitudes were 7.70±4.50 μV. The stability of n10 and p15 component was the same. AC oVEMP can be easy and fast obtained. N10 and p15 latencies may used as parameter for clinical interpretation. Amplitude fluctuations are relatively large. Results can be used in further clinical investigation of AC oVEMP.